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PEI Group acquires Altman Inc. and its key asset FundFilter
•
•
•
•

Purchase of Altman Inc.’s FundFilter analytics platform and database from its founder enables PEI Group to
create an innovative new information and performance analysis tool for investors in private market strategies.
FundFilter currently holds institutional-quality performance data for more than 8,000 investment funds
managed by 2,000+ asset managers across multiple private market verticals including private equity, real
estate, credit and infrastructure.
Users of FundFilter functionality can use an array of tools to conduct fund performance comparisons, fund
screening, benchmarking and cashflow forecasting/modelling.
The data sets and analytics tools of FundFilter will become incorporated into PEI’s relevant subscriber
intelligence products to enhance their already rich information sets covering funds, fund managers and
investors.

London, 26th September 2022 – PEI, the leading information and networking-events provider for global private
capital markets and related areas, announced today that it has acquired Altman Inc. and its key asset FundFilter.
FundFilter is a source of institutional-quality analytics for investors in private asset classes. It is an innovative,
graphically-rich platform and database, tracking fund-level investment performance across multiple alternative
investment strategies. Investors with access to FundFilter’s tools and data can conduct fund performance
comparisons, fund screening, benchmarking and cashflow forecasting/modelling, thus supporting portfolio
selection and the development of their investment strategies.
Currently FundFilter holds an expanding data set of more than 8,000 investment funds managed by 2,000+
asset managers with historical reference data extending back to 1999. Detailed financial measures are sourced
exclusively from active investors and capital allocators, which enables an investor-specific perspective on the
performance of private market funds that constitute the core ‘alternatives’ market.
PEI Group is a business intelligence provider and convenor of crucial professional-market networks, with a strong
focus on alternative asset investment. Its Platinum subscription services are relied upon for intelligent industry
reporting and analysis, data, analytics, opinion and market insight. Its brands already engage a broad range of
global institutional investors and fund managers active in the private investment verticals in infrastructure, real
estate, private debt, private equity, venture capital, agri-investing and alternative asset secondaries.
The data and tools of FundFilter will become incorporated into PEI’s relevant subscriber intelligence products
to enhance their already rich information sets covering funds, fund managers and investors.
Tim McLoughlin, CEO of PEI Group, said:
“The range and profile of capital allocators eager to engage in alternative assets is growing in every dimension:
so too is the volume and variety of PEI’s subscribers, who are the main actors in these markets. The breadth,
and depth of our intelligence and market coverage is always evolving. The incorporation of FundFilter’s
performance metrics, fund comparison tools and portfolio planning/modelling capabilities into our product
experiences will be strongly welcomed by our brand constituencies. Combining PEI’s asset class expertise and
clear editorial voice with proprietary, high-quality performance data will bring a powerful and innovative new
information source to these markets.”

Gavin Burke, CEO of Altman Inc. and Founder of FundFilter, commented:
“The private fund market is changing rapidly as the investor base continues to broaden. We built FundFilter to
address this growing and diverse audience through developing a fresh, intuitive, and interactive experience
in the analysis of funds and fund managers. PEI, with its impressive suite of related products, deep industry
knowledge and growing network, is the perfect home for FundFilter. We see significant room for growth in this
space and believe Tim and his team are uniquely situated to capture that.”
About PEI Group
PEI Group engages specialist communities in the world’s private asset markets and related fields - with 14
well- known brands providing market intelligence, professional networking/relationship opportunities and
client- marketing solutions for real estate, infrastructure, private equity, private debt, and other asset markets.
Established in 2001, the company publishes PERE, Real Estate Capital, Infrastructure Investor, Private Debt
Investor, Private Funds CFO, Regulatory Compliance Watch, Secondaries Investor, Agri Investor, Private Equity
International, Buyouts, PE HUB, Venture Capital Journal, New Private Markets and Responsible Investor. Its events
portfolio comprises 40+ annual conferences around the world.
PEI Group has global operations including New York City, Los Angeles, London, Hong Kong, Singapore, Tokyo and
Sydney. It employs c. 350 staff globally.
www.pei.group
About Altman Inc./FundFilter
FundFilter combines the latest in data science technology with innovative engineering and design to create a fresh
approach to private fund data and analytics. Its visual ‘interactiveness’ allows users of all levels of experience to
efficiently navigate fund benchmarking, cashflow forecasting, commitment planning, portfolio management and
more.
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